
STEPHEN H. YAFFE

Drama as a Teaching Tool

Drama in the classroom means honing thinking
skills, increasing comprehension, bringing the
written word to life and fun. And it's effective

with general, gifted, and at-risk students from K-12.

A kindergarten class. For the last 
few weeks the children have 
been doing short, improvisa- 

tional scenes from The Ugly Duckling 
and Cinderella. They know the stories. 
Now it is time to go further.

The "stage" is divided into two sep 
arate playing areas. On the right side 
some ducks are making fun of the Ugly 
Duckling. Call this Group 1. On the 
left side the stepmother is telling Cin 
derella she is not going to the hall. 
This is Group 2

Everything that will happen is 
strictly improvisational. Group 1 is 
given an opening line and begins its 
scene. Group 2 is quiet, listening.

At some point during the Group 1 
scene the Ugly Duckling says, "It's not 
my fault. You shouldn't treat me like 
this."

"Cinderella" knows the rules  
whenever a line spoken in one story 
can be spoken by a character in the 
other story, that new character must 
take the line and say it in his or her 
scene; the characters in the original 
scene must freeze

"It's not my fault. You shouldn't 
treat me like this," says Cinderella.

"Don't talk back, says the step 
mother "You're not going to the ball."

The Cinderalla scene continues un 
til it is taken over by The Ugly Duck 
ling scene, which in turn is taken over 
again by the Cinderella scene. And so 
it goes for a time back and forth.

After the scenes are over, the stu 
dents as a class will talk about what 
they saw, why things switched the way 
they did, how they switched, other 
places where they might have 
switched but didn't. What the students 
will be doing is comparing and con 

trasting the two stories Had the class 
room teacher or I begun the class 
with. "Let's talk about the similarities 
and differences between The Ugly 
Duckling and Cinderella," the pupils 
would have looked at us with open 
mouths After all, they're just kinder-
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Every single 12th 
grade student in 
regular attendance 
wrote a play, 
including pupils 
reading on an 
elementary school 
level and, in one 
instance, a primer 
level.
gartners. What do they know about 
analogy?

A gifted and talented 5th grade class. 
Working in small groups over the last 
few weeks students have researched 
issues of pressing concern (for exam 
ple, acid rain and pollution). Each issue 
has a pro and a con group that will 
address the class and state its position. 
The class will then vote, Congress-like, 
to support one or the other side.

The class has done its homework 
well but unfortunately only on one 
level. That is, facts presented have 
been well researched; documentation 
where appropriate is supplied. But the 
positions are presented as subjects, 
not human problems And the voting 
appears to be the result of voter pre 
disposition toward the matter. No 
one's mind has been changed; no 
one's thought provoked.

When the presentations and voting 
are over, 1 ask the class, "Who is 
against the death penalty?" A few 
hands go up. "You have two weeks. 
Work as one group, and designate a 
speaker "'to state your position and 
why. Your position is "Why the Death 
Penalty Should Be Maintained." The 
children who are now in this group 
look incredulous. "Who is for the 
death penalty? Same thing. Two 
weeks. Designate a speaker. Your po 
sition is, "Why the Death Penalty Has 
to Be Abolished."

Before the class leaves, I say, "In 
defending positions that run counter

to your beliefs, you will be forced to 
examine the issues you are presenting, 
to see the other side of things. Play it 
from the other side, and you will know it."

Two weeks later the voting is very 
difficult. The issue is no longer as clear 
as night and day. Students are really 
thinking. Genuine debate internal 
and external is taking place.

A 12th grade class A new playwrit- 
ing curriculum is being taught to an 
at-risk population. 1 The students are 
reading many years below grade level 
and have high rates of truancy and 
academic failure.

Pupils have just completed an im 
provisation. After discussing what hap 
pened in the scene, they have decided 
where the next scene takes place and 
are setting it up. The principal, who is 
observing today, is concerned about 
the potential for violence. A student 
tells him, "We don't kill characters off 
here," and then goes on to explain that 
they have to move from conflict to 
resolution without making easy 
choices. Killing a character removes 
the need to come up with dialogue for 
that person. That choice, the pupil 
feels, is too easy, you are not really 
dealing with the problem.

Student Participation, Student 
Empowerment
What is going on in these three classes 
is active, hands-on student involve 
ment. What makes these classes work 
is student empowerment. The pupils 
have taken over their subjects And in 
so doing, they have found the life, 
found the blood, and most impor 
tant dreamt with the matter at hand.

To do a scene from The Ugly Duck 
ling that didn't happen in the story, 
but could have happened, can't be 
done without knowing the text. But it 
also can't be done without making the 
text yours. It is no longer, quite liter 
ally, something held at arm's length 
You are in it. It is about you. Once that 
connection has been made, the dis 
tance between the written word and 
the reader substantially decreases. 
Comprehension increases. Thinking 
skills are honed

Similarly, the death penalty is not

just an issue to be researched, but 
something to be entered into. Some 
thing with very human implications 
and ramifications. Something that, ad 
dressed in this manner, enables stu 
dents to become more than gatherers 
of facts, but rather assessors of them, 
questioners.

Moving from conflict to resolution 
is problem solving. For the students, 
the stakes are high. They know that the 
difference between a good play and a 
mediocre one is oftentimes the differ 
ence between a good resolution of the 
conflict and a facile one. Their plays  
written or improvised are their plays. 
They don't want them to be mediocre.

The three classes in these examples 
cover a wide range: elementary through 
high school; general education, gifted 
and talented, special education. The fact 
is, drama is an extraordinarily versatile 
teaching tool, applicable to quite diverse 
student peculations and needs

The Human Element
Let's examine some of those needs 
and how drama addresses them. The 
at-risk pupils fared exceedingly well 
with the playwriting curriculum. Every 
single student in regular attendance 
wrote a play, including pupils reading 
on an elementary school level and, in 
one instance, a primer level. This 0 
percent failure rate2 is the direct result 
of drama's having keenly and sensi 
tively addressed an important need in 
this student population.

As the pupils progressed through 
weeks of improvisation preparatory to 
the actual writing of their plays, they 
were constantly performing scenes 
they made up. In this process they 
learned a valuable lesson that they 
had something to say, that they could 
say it well, that other people were 
interested in hearing it. For the at-risk 
student with a history of failure, this 
was a startling revelation Self-esteem 
and self-confidence grew. These pu 
pils became learners3 because they 
came to think of themselves as capable 
of learning.

There was another dynamic at work 
here. Students were captured first 
through their oral skills, which were 
vastly superior to their written ones.
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Only after they realized that improvi 
sation is writing on your feet and that 
they could improvise well, were the 
pens put in their hands.

In the gifted and talented class, 
drama was used to move beyond the 
facts toward greater understanding. 
This is not a need confined to the 
gifted population any more than build 
ing self-esteem is a need confined to 
at-risk students. What it is, however, is 
something that is educationally impor 
tant and that drama can accomplish 
quite well.

Drama helps one find the blood of 
things, the Human Element. A history 
text, for example, will supply informa 
tion. We can easily evaluate the reten 
tion of that information by testing. But 
have we imparted the sense that his 
tory is about people who lived and 
breathed and hoped and dreamed and 
died? Improvisation can provide a 
door through which we can enter into 
their lives, and hence, History.

A young man leaves England for 
the colonies. Why.' 'To seek freedom." 
Do the students really know what this 
means? Do they understand what it's 
like to want so much to change your 
life that you are willing, at great per 
sonal risk, to cross an entire ocean to 
do so?

Set the scene up. Give a setting, 
characters, and an opening line. We 
are in the kitchen of an English farm 
in 1770. A young man (have the class 
name him) is leaving for New England 
tomorrow. He has not had the heart to 
tell his parents before. He can put it off 
no longer. The scene begins in the 
middle with the father saying, "But 
how canyou do this to us?" Cast it and 
begin. Do not let the students plan. 
This will only give them time to get 
nervous.

When the scene is over, the class 
will no doubt have much to say. Let the 
students discuss what has just hap 
pened. (In the light of comments or 
suggestions, you may find it appropri 
ate to do the scene again incorporat 
ing this new input. If so, have another 
discussion when the "improv" is over. 
After that, do the following.) Set up 
another improvisation. Go into it im 
mediately. It is the present. A girl is

telling her best friend in the latter's 
living room she has decided to run 
away from home. Both girls are the 
same age as your students. The class 
should name them. The opening line, 
said in anger to the best friend, is, "My 
parents are always telling me what to 
do. I can't stand it!"

When this scene is over, let the pu 
pils discuss it and the previous impro- 
visation(s). Now they will be consider 
ing the historical period and today, the 
past and themselves. They will see 
many similarities, many differences.

We began by using drama to feel 
our way to the human element in 
history. We ended by using drama as a 
means to synthesize history with the 
present. Same teaching tool, both 
sides of the brain. Quite an efficient 
teaching tool, one whose applications 
are nearly limitless

"Sure," you say, "In the hands of a 
drama expert." Not so. In fact, one 
does not have to have drama back 
ground or experience in order to use 
drama well in the classroom. What 
one needs is a sense of adventure, a 
willingness to try something new, 
and staff development that is truly 
about development.4

Partners In Staff Development
These days getting a drama profes 
sional into the classroom is not par 
ticularly difficult There are countless 
Arts-In Education organizations all 
over the country that will send a 
drama teaching artist into a school for 
a block of time. The difficulty is get 
ting the teaching artist to partner with 
the classroom teacher and thereby 
draw on the considerable expertise 
of both. The difficulty is having the 
teaching artist go beyond modeling 
interesting techniques to provide 
support and mentoring as the class 
room teacher tries these techniques 
solo. Without this coaching, the work 
is something that is done by an out 
sider in slots between "normal" 
teaching; student and teacher alike, 
thus, perceive it as extracurricular, 
not a part of the ongoing life (and 
learning) of the classroom.

Are experts or professionals neces 
sary? Absolutely. To provide the class-

At-risk students 
were captured first 
through their oral 
skills, which were 
vastly superior to 
their written ones. 
Only after they 
realized that 
improvisation is 
writing on your feet 
were the pens put in 
their hands.

room teacher with staff development. 
To give a firm base in drama skills and 
techniques. To provide a strong foun 
dation in the an form so that the 
teacher is able to take it over and make 
it his or her own in the classroom. So 
that it becomes an important pan of 
one's teaching repertoire.

It is not enough to know a few 
tricks. One must understand why and 
how something works so that one can 
apply that something (or variations of 
it) to address myriad needs.

You cannot move from skills to ap 
plications without strong staff develop 
ment And in the field of Arts-In-Edu- 
cation in general and drama in 
particular, that staff development must 
be partnered. Drama professionals 
may know more about their art form 
than the classroom teacher, but the 
classroom teacher is an expert in his 
or her field, education. Once basic 
skills have been learned, it is essential 
that time real time be set aside to 
discuss, to explore, to examine teach 
ers' needs, and how to use those basic 
skills to address them.

A Word of Encouragement
To those teachers who are fearful of 
improvisation because they have never
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acted and would never dream of doing 
so, I submit the following. Anyone 
who stands in front of a classroom day 
after day knows a great deal about 
performance.

To supervisors and administrators 
who might feel this kind of work is 
more suited to the lower grades, 
where there is one classroom teacher 
for all subject areas, I submit the fol 
lowing. True, having the same teacher 
for language arts, social studies, math, 
and science makes for an interdiscipli 
nary approach to curriculum that is 
more difficult in the upper grades. But 
if we have seen anything in this brief 
overview, it is that drama can effec 
tively address and hone thinking skills, 
greatly enhance and increase compre 
hension of subject matter, substantially 
decrease the distance between the

written word and the reader, and last 
but not least make learning a great 
deal of fun. These are matters that are 
every bit as important in grade 12 as 
they are in kindergarten, and just as 
applicable to the general and gifted 
populations as they are to those with 
special needs.D

1. During fell 1987, the 9tb Grade Play- 
writing Curriculum (now the High School 
Playwrlttng Curriculum, both by the au 
thor of this article) underwent a pilot test 
in various public high schools throughout 
New York City, grades 9-12. Students 
ranged from an Honors drama class at La 
Guardia High School of the Arts (the real- 
life school featured in the movie Fame) to 
severely at-risk students. References made 
to these students in this article concern 
matters that occurred during either the 
pilot or the ensuing semester.

2. The overall failure rate for the pilot 
(general education and at-risk combined) 
was 3.2 percent.

3 This learning carried over into other 
areas. Reading comprehension increased 
in many Instances, sometimes quite dra 
matically two grade years in three 
months for one student, eight months for 
another in the same time period. Pupils 
were allowed by an at-risk history and an 
at-risk science teacher to write their term 
papers in the form of plays.

4. I have developed two partnered staff 
development models for Introducing 
drama into classrooms. For information, 
please write me at the address that follows.

Stephen H. Yaffe is an Arts-In-Education 
consultant who has written curriculum and 
developed teaching tools K-12, and has 
extensive experience training teachers and 
artists in drama. He can be reached at 157 
E. 57th St., Apt. 36, New York, NY 10022.

Are computer* in yeur *chools 
not making the impact you had

expected?
Why not invite MIT's Seymour Papert to be your in-service instructor?

PAPKRT HELPS TEACHERS increase the understanding and expertise neceiury to make computers effective tools in
schools. Papert's demonstrations on ten half-hour video tapes are designed to help teachers better use LogoWrlter or

traditional Logo to teach problem-Miring and thinking skills, analyze learning styles and
understand how knowledge la beat appropriated.

GRADUATE CREDIT AVAILABLE THROUGH THE UNkVERSITY OF OREGON! The materials are perfect for
in-service mining, but why not couple the classes with an opportunity for credit? Begin die independent study course, 

Introduction to Logo Programming with LogoWriter", anytime and anywhere. Reduced tuition is available for six or more
enroDees. Once purchased, tapes and materials may be used over and over again.

TO ORDER: Specify VMS or Beta format. Three-quarter inch tapes $100 additional and available to duplicating license
purchasers only. Ton-day preview. ADow three weeks for shipping. Enrollment information on credit opportunities included.

Duplicating offer made only to school district and universities for use within institution.

School districts 
may acquire one copy of 
the ten-part series 
for $599
(or about $59 per tape)

12 ft

or obtain master tapes
and a district-wide

tape duplicating license
for $1295

(which includes 200 pages of reproducible print) 

i»...ff. leutf. mo. 63131..4314)7254715
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